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Striving to add value to
horticulture businesses
AT Haifa Australia, we are continually
striving to assist growers with the
adoption of new fertiliser products
and nutritional application techniques
that can add important value to their
businesses.
Myself and agronomists Shaul Gilan
and Peter Anderson, as well as Jason
Teng at the head office in Melbourne,
make up a small team, but we have
been extremely active for growers
across the industry in recent months.
On the fertiliser product front, there
are a number of developments
occurring in several sectors.
There is a strong focus on the
successful use of our controlled release
fertiliser, Multicote, and its ability to
improve fertiliser use efficiency and,
thereby, reduce application rates.
Multicote releases nutrients into soils
in a gradual manner, according to
plant’s requirements.

Development work with the fertiliser
is currently being undertaken in
the banana industry, as well as in
commercial, seed and sweet potato
crops.
We are also assisting the wider
adoption of the new water soluble
fertiliser blend designed specifically for
bananas, Banana One-Shot.
Growers are reporting great results
with this fertiliser both for their
production and for easier, flexible and
more efficient fertiliser applications.
We are especially proud of our
work with banana growers on new,
innovative fertilisation techniques that
are aiding production and limiting the
impact of fertiliser run-off to the Great
Barrier Reef and wider environment.
We also endeavour to attend as many
events as possible to support industry
sectors and their organisations, as well
as to update growers on latest fertiliser
application methods and products.

By Trevor Dennis
Managing Director

In recent months we have attended
the Australian Almond Conference, of
which we are the platinum sponsor for
a period of three years, the AUSVEG
National Convention, the Banana
Industry Congress and the Australian
Fertiliser Industry Conference.
Training for growers and other industry
participants is a priority too, and this
continued recently at a specialist
hydroponic seminar in Melbourne
conducted by the Chisholm Institute
and Haifa Australia that was led by our
two agronomists.
We look forward to continuing our
strong involvement and contributing
to the further improvement of our
horticulture sectors at all levels.

Your Haifa team
Trevor Dennis, Managing Director
0400 119 852
E: trevor.dennis@haifa-group.com
Shaul Gilan, Southern Agronomist
0419 675 503
E: shaul.gilan@haifa-group.com
Peter Anderson, Qld Sales Agronomist
0459 488 850
E: peter.anderson@haifa-group.com
Jason Teng, Customer Service/Logistics
0400 124 155
E: jason.teng@haifa-group.com
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Bundaberg grower
all smiles. See page 10
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Haifa Australia
pleased to support
almond industry
HAIFA Australia was once again
very proud to be the major,
“platinum’’ sponsor of the recent
Australian Almond Conference.

growing quality nuts in our
harsh environment. Some may
say the sand we grow in is the
“largest scale hydroponics’’.

The event continues to grow,
with more than 300 people
attending this year, which is very
encouraging for the industry.

Haifa Australia’s important
partnership with the industry is
contributing to many exciting
developments in almond
nutrition.

The conference has proven to be
a great “forum’’ for many across
the sector to get together for
the benefit of the industry.

Videos explain
plant nutrition
with comedy

Haifa product
developments in
spotlight at big
Mareeba meeting

Australian growers have shown
themselves to be leaders in

The company looks forward to
its continued sponsorship of
the conference next year and
supporting the industry into the
future.

Available exclusively through
Lindsay Rural stores, it contains
13 per cent nitrogen, just
0.17pc phosphorus, a high 24pc
potassium, 8.7pc sulphur and 2.1pc
magnesium. It does not include any
urea or chlorides.

‘Mr & Mrs Green: Love, Marriage and Plant Nutrition’
is a five episode series telling the story of Mr
Green, a farmer, and his wife who is a plant.

Don’t load your soil with salt

or at Haifa’s website www.haifa-group.com
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http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_
bPRRLEIR_i-V42CoKuHEkg6tXArg
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Haifa fertilisers are low in sodium and
chloride, high in soluble nutrients

Showing scenes from their day-to-day life, Mr and
Mrs Green address the following topics:
• why fertilisers are crucial for plants;
• the principle of precise plant nutrition;
• the contribution of Haifa’s turf fertilisers to good
sporting fields;
• the importance of controlled release fertiliser for
young plants;
• and the benefits of (Multi-K) potassium nitrate
for the plant.

Check out the series at Haifa’s
YouTube channel

Haifa Australia Queensland Sales
Agronomist Peter Anderson
discussed the new Banana
One-Shot fertiliser and the
company’s controlled release
fertiliser (CRF) technologies at
the event, which was attended by
a big crowd of about 140 growers.
Originally conceived by Lindsay
Rural’s agronomists in North
Queensland, Banana One-Shot is
based on the high quality Haifa
fertiliser, Poly-Feed.

A new comic series of videos designed to
introduce basic plant nutrition principles in an
engaging way is now available for viewing on
Haifa’s YouTube Channel.

Although Mr Green believes he has all the
answers, he doesn’t always know how to keep
his wife happy and flourishing. However, Mrs.
Green is not the type of plant to stay quiet and she
educates her husband about love, affection and
the importance of the right fertilisers, delivered at
the correct time.

NEW fertiliser developments
from Haifa offering increased
nutrient efficiency and
production benefits was a key
focus at a grower meeting at
Lindsay Rural’s store at Mareeba
in North Queensland recently.

SOR

ERENCE

Peter said leaf tissue testing
coordinated at a site near Innisfail
by Haifa Australia and Lindsay Rural
had clearly highlighted improved
nutrition levels following Banana
One-Shot applications.
“Analysis at the start of
applications indicated very low to
marginal uptake of phosphorus,
potassium, zinc and boron,
however phosphorus and boron
uptake was at optimal levels in
just two months and potassium
and zinc after just four months of
applications,’’ he said.

Haifa produces world renowned, fully water
soluble fertilisers consisting entirely of high
quality, pure plant nutrients and generous
quantities of essential trace elements.
Haifa’s potassium nitrate is 100% used by
plants, contributing to significantly higher
yields and improved quality – with no residual
remaining in soils.

Pioneering the Future

Peter said Lindsay Rural Innisfail
Agronomist David McDowell
recommended Banana One-Shot
be applied at the rate of 250
kilograms per hectare per month –
or one bag (25 kilograms) per acre
per week. Over a year, this delivers
418kg/ha of nitrogen, 5.5kg/ha
of phosphorus and 772kg/ha of
potassium.

Peter Anderson, Haifa Australia’s
Queensland Sales Agronomist.

Banana One-Shot is also now
becoming popular for other
horticulture crops that do not
require high phosphorus rates,
including avocado, lychee and
macadamia.
Peter also outlined Haifa’s
exciting Multicote CRF range
and development work with CRF
blends at the event.
The Mulicote products are based
on fertiliser granules with a
soluble nutrient core, surrounded
by a polymer coating which
can be adjusted during the
manufacturing process to give
longer or shorter release of the
nutrients. Typical release times
range from two to 16 months.
In terms of fertiliser use efficiency,
Haifa says using Multicote can
allow applications to be reduced
by 20-30 per cent of what would
normally be applied using
conventional granular products.
This is because of the low nutrient
loss factor and the ability of
Multicote to feed plants in a more
consistent way, without the peaks
and troughs of nutrient availability
that can occur with conventional
granules.
Growers and industry
participants who may be
interested in coordinating
a meeting in their area can
contact a member of the Haifa
Australia team.

Haifa Nutri-Net
Our know-how
Your success
Haifa Nutri-NetTM is an expert software
designed to help growers to plan irrigation
schemes and NutrigationTM programs for
Teaspoon FeedingTM of their crop.
Haifa Nutri-NetTM is now available with the
choice of two operation levels:
• Primary – easy-to-use mode for
customised NutrigrationTM programs
• Advanced – extended application for
highly fine-tuned NutrigationTM programs.
To discover the benefits of
Haifa Nutri-NetTM, go to

www.haifa-nutrinet.com

Pioneering the Future
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The new way to
feed potatoes

Benefits mounting with new
fertiliser technology for potatoes
INVESTIGATIONS into new fertiliser
technologies for potatoes are
promising improved crop nutrition,
productivity, production and
environmental benefits, as well as
operational savings, for growers.
Andrew Powell, of Victorian CRT store,
Davies and Rose Rural and Hardware
at Creswick, is conducting trials in
commercial and seed potato crops in
the State’s Central Highlands region.
Andrew said many growers continued
to use conventional fertilisers and
application methods, but they were
seeking nutrient use efficiencies and
some had been applying high analysis
fertiliser blends.
“If we can come to the market with
a specialist product and a unique
agronomic package, there could be
benefits for growers,’’ he said.
Last year and again this season around
Ballarat, Andrew is trialling the use
of Haifa’s controlled release fertiliser,
Multicote Agri.

The Multicote Agri fertiliser is designed
to feed crops continuously throughout
the growing season, achieving optimal
growth and yield production.
Based on Haifa’s polymer coating
technology, it releases nutrients into
soils in a gradual manner, according
to plant’s requirements. This prevents
leaching, thereby improving nutrient
use efficiency and allowing reduced
application rates.
Multicote Agri also differs from many
other controlled release fertilisers
because its release rate is governed
by temperature, not moisture. This is
important in ensuring the nutrients
being supplied to plants are not lost
during periods of high rainfall or overwatering.
The fertiliser combines polymer-coated
granules of nitrogen, phosphorus,
potassium and magnesium, and noncoated, readily available nutrients. It is
available with a variety of nutritional
compositions and release features.

Andrew trialled Multicote Agri with
four-month release longevity last year
and has added a two-month formula
this season, particularly to suit the
shorter growing period of seed potato
crops.
About 10 growers will be using the
product to commercially evaluate this
new technology further this year, with
harvest occurring from March onwards.
One grower who trialled 2-tonne last
year is applying 17t this season.
Andrew said soil temperature gauges
were also being used this year and
would provide constant, direct
readings on the laptop computer.
He said one of the major benefits of
Haifa’s Multicote Agri fertiliser was
not having to go back into crops to
topdress, which allowed savings on
labour and fuel and also reduced the
risk of spreading potato virus Y.

“Multicote Agri puts nutrients where
plants need them as they need them.’’
“Leaching is reduced and fertiliser
usage rates can decrease quite
dramatically.
“If we are finding excess fertiliser
in groundwater from conventional
fertilisers, there are going to be
concerns and so we need to look at
this (fertiliser technology).
“A lot of potatoes are also grown on
low pH soils that lock-up N (nitrogen)
and P (phosphorus). Controlled release
fertiliser can therefore help to control
that lock-up.’’
Andrew said due to the quality of
Multicote Agri fertiliser, it offered 100
per cent use efficiency.

Multicote

“There is no dust or any problems at
planting.’’

Controlled release
fertiliser technology

Petiole tests conducted in last year’s
trials showed improved nutrient
uptake with Multicote Agri fertiliser
compared with a conventional fertiliser
blend.

Complete, carefully balanced nutrition
at the right time

“The use of Multicote Agri increased
nitrogen and potassium uptake,
whereas the conventional blend
actually decreased the uptake
compared to where there was no
fertiliser treatment. The usage of the
blend was only about 50-60 per cent of
the fertiliser applied,’’ Andrew said.

Unaffected by soil type, soil pH,
moisture or microbial activity
Maximum fertiliser use efficiency

Meanwhile, Andrew and Haifa
Australia representatives, Trevor Dennis
and Shaul Gilan, recently updated local
growers about Multicote Agri fertiliser
and the trials through the region at
a special Davies and Rose Rural and
Hardware seminar at Creswick.

Reduced fertiliser applications
Reduced nutrient leaching
Application savings

Andrew said he planned to hold
grower field walks at some of the trial
sites during the season.
For further information, growers can
contact Andrew at Davies and Rose
Rural and Hardware on (03) 5345 2766
or 0429 452 722.
Victorian potato grower Rod Fraser, pictured
with his planter on his Mount Prospect
property, has increased his use of the
controlled release fertiliser, Multicote Agri,
to 17-tonne this season after applying 2t last
season.
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Healthier, stronger plants

+
Online tools and innovative software at:

www.haifa-group.com
www.youtube.com/
HaifaGroupChannel

Pioneering the Future
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Expansion move doubles
production, halves staff
for Stanthorpe growers

A DECISION to lease extra land to
gain a more secure water supply for
their tomato and capsicum crops has
effectively doubled production for the
Carnell family at Stanthorpe.
However, surprisingly it has required no
more manpower. In fact, a strong focus
on improving operations, upgrading
equipment and moving towards
automation from the paddock to the
packing shed has allowed them to
reduce staff numbers.
“We have been able to double
production and halve the staff. We are
down to about six staff,’’ Tim Carnell said.
Tim and his wife, Felicity, together with
his parents, Trevor and Alison, grow
gourmet and Roma tomatoes over 20
hectares and mainly red capsicum over
10ha across three properties under their
‘Kirra Pines Farming’ brand.
“We had problems with the water supply
in our hills properties and so got the
leased country for the better water
supply,’’ Tim said.
“We have gone from a ‘mum and dad’
operation and tried to extend it over a
larger scale.’’
The properties comprise loamy sand
soils, however the leased land was not
in the same condition as their existing
farms and so they have worked hard
to improve soil health on the leased
country.

Southern Queensland
tomato and capsicum
grower Tim Carnell,
Stanthorpe, with a young
gourmet tomato crop on
leased land the family
acquired for a more
secure water supply, and
which has helped double
their production.

Increasing
demand for
high quality
fertilisers at
Stanthorpe
CRT store

This has involved manuring to build
organic matter and continuing their
focus on using quality fertilisers, which
are sourced through local CRT store,
Wilshire and Co.

AN overriding focus on quality in small
crops production and expanded grower
programs is driving increased fertiliser
applications in the horticulture region of
Stanthorpe in southern Queensland.
Wayne Cosmo, Branch Manager at local
CRT store, Wilshire and Co, said fertiliser
volumes had increased partly due to
larger production areas, while growers
also were now applying nutrients more
frequently.
“We have sandy soils in this region and
growers are feeding their crops all of the
time,’’ Wayne said.
“Application rates have also gone up
and growers are seeing the results in
the quality of their produce. The extra
nutrition is improving the quality
significantly.’’
In striving to achieve the highest quality,
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he said leading growers of tomatoes,
capsicums and other brassica crops,
through to strawberries, demanded high
quality nutrients and this was placing a
strong emphasis on the Haifa fertiliser
range.
Haifa’s Multi-K potassium nitrate, MAP
and MKP are its most popular fertilisers
in the region.
“Most growers get straights and then
make up their own blends,’’ Wayne said.
He said they were applied via a wide
range of fertigation systems, from
traditional pressure differential (PD)
tanks through to sophisticated and
automated fertiliser injection systems.
“Our agronomists provide nutritional
advice for pre-plant and then weekly
recommendations to growers.’’

“We stick to the quality brands like Haifa.
We need the quality,’’ Tim said.
“Over time we have tried different
fertilisers and some are no good. We
have to go with quality products.’’
Wilshire and Co assists the Carnells with
soil testing prior to each season and leaf
analysis during the growing period, while
two of the company’s agronomists, Steve
Parker and Mark Rogers, work closely with
the family to provide weekly monitoring,
nutritional advice and support.

‘

WE USE A LOT OF POTASSIUM EARLY
WHEN CROPS NEED IT AND WE APPLY
A LOT OF HAIFA’S MULTI-K POTASSIUM
NITRATE. WE STICK TO THE QUALITY
BRANDS LIKE HAIFA. WE NEED THE
QUALITY.
TIM CARNELL

Wilshire and Co Branch Manager Wayne
Cosmo said the store provided a fast,
three-day turnaround time for leaf
analysis results, with testing generally
conducted twice during the life of the
crop at about the five-week and nineweek growth stage.
The Carnell’s tomatoes and capsicums
follow a one in three or four-year rotation,
including spelling land for a year and
growing green manure crops like rye
corn to help increase soil organic matter.
A base nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium dressing fertiliser and
additional potash are applied at preplant. Crops are then fed through their
drip irrigation system via a custom-made
fertigation unit.
Intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) are
used for the nutrient programs on the
leased land.
Tim said the family fertigates crops four
to five times per week.
“We use a lot of potassium early when
crops need it and we apply a lot of Haifa’s
Multi-K potassium nitrate.

“We have also used Haifa’s MAP and
MKP fertilisers, as well as magnesium
sulphate.

capsicums are harvested from mid to
late January through to early to midMay.

“Once crops establish and we head
into the spring and summer heat, we
irrigate for short periods twice a day.
When it is hot, we irrigate up to three
times per day.’’

Yields average 80-90 tonnes per
hectare for the tomatoes and 35t/ha
for the capsicums.

The tomatoes are picked from January
through to the end of April, while the

Tim said they had maintained good
yields in the expanded operation, but
produce quality remained their key
focus.

Wayne said while the major market for the
Haifa fertilisers in the region was in small crops,
they were also highly suited for winegrape
production and Wilshire and Co had recently
appointed a specialist to assist grape growers.
Through the wider Wilshire and Co business,
Haifa products are also being used in some
broadacre crops including cotton, as well as by
lotfeeders who are growing their own grain on
their properties.
In addition to Stanthorpe, Wilshire and Co
has stores at Tenterfield, Mingoola, Texas and
Deepwater.
Wilshire and Co at Stanthorpe can be
contacted on (07) 4681 2055.
Wilshire and Co Managing Director Todd Wilshire,
Stanthorpe Branch Manager Wayne Cosmo and
newly appointed Agronomist Mark Rogers check
on the good stocks of Haifa’s Multi-K potassium
nitrate that is highly demanded by local horticulture
growers.
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INVESTING in automated irrigation
and fertigation has transformed the
avocado growing system on the Peirson
Memorial Trust property at Goodwood,
near Childers in Queensland.
Manager Laurie McCloskey said the
system had resulted in fully automated
programming, easier delivery of
fertilisers, enormous labour savings and
better production responses.
Laurie has been growing avocadoes
for 17 years and has chalked up 16
years (including 14 as Manager) on the
725-hectare property, which has 85ha
under avocado production and 245ha of
sugarcane.
Soil and sap testing from the orchard is
performed twice a year by the AgVita
Analytical laboratory in Tasmania to
assist the nutritional program and after
previously using “straight’’ fertilisers,
Laurie has been applying blended
products since late last year.
“We are injecting potassium sulphate,
potassium nitrate and calcium nitrate,
as well as a little bit of boron and trace
elements all the time,’’ Laurie said.
“We started using two different blends
last September. We use a higher N
(nitrogen), lower K (potassium) blend at
the start and then a higher K blend after
the first fruit drop.’’
Queensland avocado grower Laurie McCloskey,
Lindsay Rural Bundaberg Branch Manager Les
Loney and Haifa Australia Sales Agronomist
Peter Anderson discuss the nutritional
requirements of the avocado orchard on the
Peirson Memorial Trust property at Goodwood,
near Childers.

Haifa’s Poly-Feed 18-19-19 fertiliser
has been applied and Lindsay Rural’s
‘Banana One-Shot’ product, which offers
higher potassium levels and good trace
elements, also has been used to deliver
essential nutrients identified in the
laboratory analysis.
The fully water soluble Banana OneShot fertiliser is based on the Haifa
Poly-Feed product, which comprises
pure plant nutrients and generous
quantities of essential micro-elements
such as magnesium, boron and zinc.
Banana One-Shot contains 13 per cent
nitrogen, just 0.17pc phosphorus, a
high 24pc potassium, 8.7pc sulphur and
2.1pc magnesium.
“The solubility of the Haifa fertilisers
has been excellent and the job of
applying fertilisers is now so much
easier,’’ Laurie said.
“We put one lot (of fertiliser) in, then
the next and away we go.
“We are not paying someone else
to mix fertiliser and there is now no
confusion in the product. There is no
risk in sending someone to do the
fertiliser application and them getting
it wrong.
“And we have definitely picked up a
response (in the orchard).
“We are putting less on, more often. We
used to inject everything in 40 minutes
– now we can do it over a number of
hours.’’
The fertiliser program also includes
broadcasting of a custom blend at one
kilogram/ha around Christmas.
The property’s Shepard avocadoes are
picked from mid-March, while picking
of the Hass variety extends from April
through to August.

‘‘

WE STARTED USING TWO DIFFERENT BLENDS LAST SEPTEMBER. WE USE
A HIGHER N (NITROGEN), LOWER K (POTASSIUM) BLEND AT THE START
AND THEN A HIGHER K BLEND AFTER THE FIRST FRUIT DROP.

‘‘

All-round benefits
in automated
fertigation for
Goodwood
avocadoes

THE SOLUBILITY OF THE HAIFA FERTILISERS HAS BEEN EXCELLENT AND
THE JOB OF APPLYING FERTILISERS IS NOW SO MUCH EASIER. WE PUT
ONE LOT (OF FERTILISER) IN, THEN THE NEXT AND AWAY WE GO.

LAURIE McCLOSKEY

Laurie said the fully automated, radiobased, irrigation system had been a
major bonus.
“The labour savings are unbelievable.’’
“It is cheaper for us to water after 7pm
and I was sick of waking up at 2am to
run around turning valves on and off.
“We water twice a week for four hours
and we look at six to eight hours
depending on the conditions.

Laurie takes Les and Peter through the workings of
his automated fertigation system.
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“All irrigation information goes back to
the computer in the shed and I can log
onto that through the iPad,’’ he said.
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Andrew and his uncle, Danny Fyffe,
acquired two cane farms totalling 324
hectares near Bundaberg in 2010 and
2011 and have upgraded part of the
215ha property through its existing
main irrigation line for water melon and
capsicum production under their aptly
named brand, ‘Dandy Produce’.
Their new irrigation and fertigation
unit is located between two large dams
on the farm holding 500 megalitres of
water, but with no power available at
the site, it comprises a diesel-operated
pump.
The system uses a Deutz power plant,
IRRInet controller, Galcon FertiJet
injection unit with full EC and pH
control, and Amiad and John Deere
filters and trickle tape.
The controller and injection system
is operated via a laptop computer, all
powered by solar panels on the roof of
the shed, while it also can be accessed
by remote computer and smart phone.
“It is a real hybrid system with purposebuilt filter and injection unit that we are
still learning to work with’’ Andrew said.

“The Deutz, air-cooled engine is the
most economical in its class and on the
trailer, we can move it wherever we want
to – and as far as replacement pumps
we can get a pump head overnight from
Toowoomba.
“Using the TeamViewer program, we
can access the laptop on the house
computer, phone or iPad as long as we
have an Internet connection.
“It can send alarms to my phone. The
system doesn’t make ‘people mistakes’
because it records every action and
alerts any inconsistencies with the
program and I can get it straight away
on my phone. If something happens, I
can isolate it and fix it straight away.
“We previously had a guy put potassium
chloride through the melons irrigation
at an extremely bad time, which had
negative effects on the crop. This system
can’t make those mistakes.’’
Andrew said from a labour saving
perspective alone, the system already
had paid for itself in just two crops.

‘‘

WE GO FOR TOP QUALITY AND CONSISTENCY
OF QUALITY WITH FERTILISERS. WITH HAIFA
FERTILISERS, YOU KNOW IT’S CONSISTENT
AND WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO GET.
HEAVY METALS ARE A PROBLEM WITH
SOME OTHER FERTILISERS. WE’VE
DEFINITELY SEEN ISSUES WHERE
THERE HAS BEEN CONSISTENT
USE OF AN INFERIOR PRODUCT.
THINGS LIKE FOREIGN

‘‘

Remote controlled,
hybrid irrigation
system drives
productivity, flexibility
for Bundaberg
capsicums, melons

PRACTICALITY defines many horticulture
growing operations and it has been a
matter of necessity for Bundaberg water
melon and capsicum grower Andrew
Fyffe.

OBJECTS, INCLUDING STEEL,
CAN BE PRESENT. THIS IS
REALLY UNDESIRABLE –

AND IT ALSO STUFFS UP
YOUR PUMP HEAD.
ANDREW FYFFE

“We are also using 20-30 per cent less
water and 20pc less fertiliser.’’
“I spend more time spraying now.’’
He said the site between the two dams
gets quite wet and so it was easier to
transport bagged soluble fertilisers
there than liquid products.

“Solubles are also more flexible than
liquids. You can adjust the blend easily
by adding an extra bag of potassium or
other nutrients. You can do that easily,
on the run while your crops are growing
– you can’t do that with liquids.’’
Andrew uses the Haifa Poly-Feed 18-1919 plus magnesium fertiliser through his
sub surface trickle system at transplant
at “about a bag per hectare’’.
He also uses Haifa’s Multi-Cal calcium
nitrate during early crop growth, as
well as its Multi-K Prills, MAP and MKP
products.
“We go for top quality and consistency
of quality with fertilisers. With Haifa
fertilisers, you know it’s consistent and
what you are going to get.
“Heavy metals are a problem with some
other fertilisers. We’ve definitely seen
issues where there has been consistent
use of an inferior product. Things like
foreign objects, including steel, can be
present. This is really undesirable – and it
also stuffs up your pump head.’’

ABOVE: Haifa Australia Queensland Sales Agronomist Peter Anderson and Bundaberg water melon and capsicum grower
Andrew Fyffe look over the irrigation and fertigation system at ‘Dandy Produce’, which includes a Deutz power plant and
John Deere filter.
LEFT: Andrew operates the IRRInet irrigation controller and Galcon FertiJet injection system via a laptop computer, while
he also can access it by remote computer and smart phone.
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Three tanks are located at the site
containing calcium nitrate; potassium
nitrate, potassium sulphate, magnesium
sulphate and trace elements; as well as
magnesium sulphate and potassium
sulphate, with MKP and MAP added
depending on requirements.

“We blend the fertilisers in the stock
tanks at various concentrations
depending on the climate and what is
required by the crops,’’ Andrew said.
“We conduct soil and water testing and
we run the concentrations according to
the desirable EC in the paddock. If we
want more K, then we will just add it.
“We fertigate every day and do a 10
minute pre-water and 20 minute flushout.
“We can water from half an hour to two
hours depending on the time of day, soil
type, crop conditions and also according
to tensiometer results.
“The capsicums get two one-hour pulses
throughout the day, whereas the melons
can get away with watering less often.
The flexibility of the automatic system
means I can program ideal irrigation
plans rather than just what is possible.”
The tanks get flushed once each season.
Andrew said future steps on the
property would include setting up
smaller parcels of land according to soil
types and manipulating the fertigation
appropriately.
He is also considering other niche crops
under greenhouse production.
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Specialist hydroponic
seminar helps build
knowledge base
Landmark staff work through some nutrient level
calculations for hydroponic growing during the seminar.

A SPECIALIST nutritional training
course for participants in the
hydroponic industry could now be
headed “on the road’’ after strong
success in Melbourne recently.
The one-day seminar, ‘Fertiliser mix
and nutrient solution calculations for
hydroponics and soilless media’, was
conducted by the Chisholm Institute
of TAFE and Haifa Australia at the
Chisholm Institute’s National Precision
Growing Centre in Cranbourne.
Chisholm Institute’s Controlled
Environment Horticulture Leader Tony
Bundock said the Institute wanted
to recruit experts for the seminar to
help broaden the knowledge base on
nutrient solutions and calculations in
the industry and this was provided
by Haifa agronomists Shaul Gilan and
Peter Anderson.
“The seminar looked at different

Haifa Australia Southern Agronomist Shaul Gilan pictured
addressing delegates at the recent hydroponic nutritional
seminar at the Chisholm Institute of TAFE’s National Precision
Growing Centre at Cranbourne in Melbourne.

“It looked at the composition of
different recipes and their nutrient
values, and then with water testing
afterwards, how to maintain those
nutrient values.’’
Some of the latest soluble fertilisers
available for hydroponics also were
discussed.
About 30 growers and industry
delegates from South Australia,
Victoria, New South Wales, Tasmania,
Queensland and the Australian Capital
Territory attended the event.
Growers and industry
participants interested in having
this training event in their State
can register their interest with
Tony Bundock by emailing
tony.bundock@chisholm.edu.au

CHISHOLM INSTITUTE’S NATIONAL PRECISION GROWING CENTRE IN
CRANBOURNE WANTED TO RECRUIT EXPERTS FOR THE SEMINAR TO
HELP BROADEN THE KNOWLEDGE BASE ON NUTRIENT SOLUTIONS AND
CALCULATIONS IN THE INDUSTRY AND THIS WAS PROVIDED BY HAIFA
AGRONOMISTS SHAUL GILAN AND PETER ANDERSON.

The essential ingredient to maximise
your soilless production potential
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fertiliser recipes and putting the
whole nutritional picture together for
hydroponics,’’ Tony said.

